This paper proposes a weighted fuzzy mean filter based on cloud model and reports its performance in removing the impulsive noise from the digital image. In addition, the performance of the proposed weighted fuzzy mean filter is compared with already existing variants of median and switching filters using root mean square error, peak signal to noise ratio and quality index. Even though the image is corrupted by 90%, this weighted fuzzy mean filter is capable of recovering the original image with good detail preservation.
INTRODUCTION
Image Denoising is the process of removing the noise from the digital images using some prior knowledge about the noise while retaining as much as possible important image features. Basically, there are two approaches to image denoising based on the domain in which the denoising taken place. These approaches are named as spatial domain and transform domain filtering approaches. Spatial Filtering approaches remove the noise by manipulating the image in the spatial domain itself, whereas Transform Filtering approaches manipulate the image in transform domain. Spatial filtering of images is an important aspect of image processing as it provides means for removing noise and sharpening blurred images. There are many types of spatial filters which can be classified into linear and non-linear filters. The simplest linear spatial filter is the averaging filter, which works by passing a mask over the image calculating the mean intensity and setting the central pixel to this value. They tend to remove the fine details in the image and fail to remove high level noise effectively. Among spatial filters, the famous non-linear filter is the median filter and its varieties. Standard Median Filter (SMF) was implemented by moving a finite length of window throughout the image that replaces the centre pixel of the window with the median value of the pixels in that window [1] . This implementation modifies both noisy and noise-free pixels. Thus, they tend to remove the lines and corners in the image while suppressing the noise. To overcome this difficulty, several variations of the median filters have been proposed. The weighted median filter (WMF) is one of the extensions to median filter which assigns more weights to some pixels in the window [2, 3] . This WMF provides some degree of control to the smoothing behavior through the weights assigned. These weights introduce additional complexity in the design and implementation of WMF. One variation of WMF is the Centre Weighted Median Filter (CWMF), which gives more weights to the central value of the window only, thereby reduces the complexity in the design [19] . The CWMF filter performs well for low noise level and fails when the noise level is high. To overcome this, Adaptive Median Filters (AMF) with variable window size was introduced. This AMF is robust in removing the impulse noise while preserving the image details even though the probability of occurrence of impulse noise is high [5] . Relaxed Median Filter (RMF), whose filtering operation is controlled by its parameter l and u, provides ability to tradeoff between noise suppression and detail preservation [22] . When l = 1, the output of the relaxed median filter is simply the identity filter. When l = u = N + 1, the output of the relaxed median filter is the median filter. The filters discussed above uses only the randomness associated with impulse noise. They unconditionally replace each pixel with median value of the window without checking whether the pixel is -bad‖ or not. As a result, since the uncorrupted pixels are altered, they damage many image details in the high noise levels. With development of Fuzzy, the use of switching filters in removal of impulse noise has attracted more research recently. These filters employ an impulse detector to determine the presence of pixels corrupted by impulses in the image. Only these noisy pixels will be filtered by these switching filters. The Progressive Switching Median Filter (PSMF) is one of the switching filters in which both impulse detector and noise filter are applied progressively in iterative manner to obtain the best results [6] . These progressive iteration increases the time complexity of the filter. To minimize the time complexity, Fast Median Filter (FMF) was proposed in which the corrupted pixels are replaced by either the median pixel or neighborhood pixel in contrast to other existing algorithms that use only median values for replacement of corrupted pixels [7] . Since, the median value may also be a noisy pixel at higher noise level, neighborhood pixels are used for noisy pixel replacement in FMF. Even though switching filters performs better than median and its variant filters, they are not able to recover the original image at high noise level because of not understanding the randomness and fuzziness completely. To avoid this problem, this paper proposes and implements a Weighted Fuzzy Mean Filter (WFMF) based on cloud model which combines randomness, fuzziness and their membership degrees. The experimental results shows that the proposed filter has better performance than SMF, RMF, PSMF and FMF in terms of Root Mean Square Error, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Quality Index (QI) [17] across a wide range of noise level from 10% to 90%. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a review of the cloud model which is necessary to effectively implement our algorithm is presented. The proposed algorithm is described in section 3. Section 4 presents the evaluation criteria used in this paper to evaluate the results. After that, results of the proposed algorithm are presented in section 5. Last section presents the conclusion.
CLOUD MODEL
Fuzzy provides a method to transact the fuzziness and randomness. The commonly used method of uncertainty reasoning is based on fuzzy set theory. The basis of fuzzy set theory is the membership function. The membership function is a one-point to one-point mapping from a space U to the unit interval [0, 1]. After the mapping, the uncertainty of an element belonging to the fuzzy concept becomes certain to the degree represented by a precise number. The uncertain characteristics of the original concept are not passed on to the next step of processing at all. This is the intrinsic shortcoming of the fuzzy set theory. In order to overcome this shortcoming, Jianhua Fan and Deyi Li present a new mathematical representation of qualitative concepts-Cloud Model (CM). With this CM models, mapping between quantities and qualities becomes much easier and interchangeable. CM is a model of the uncertainty transformation between quantitative representation and qualitative concept based on normal distribution and bell shaped membership function. CM has been successfully applied to data mining [10, 12] , image classification [11] , image segmentation [13, 14] and optimization [15] .
Let U is a quantity domain expressed with accurate numbers and C is a quality concept in U. If the quantity value, x ϵ U and x is a random realization of the quality concept C, then μ(x) is the membership degree of x which lies between [0,1]. It is the random number which has the steady tendency,
The distribution of x is called cloud and each x is called a cloud drop. The cloud can be characterized by three parameters, i.e., the expected value E x , entropy E n and hyperentropy H e [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [20] [21] . E x is the expectation of the cloud drops' distribution. It points out which drops can best represent the concept and reflects the distinguished feature of the concept. E n is the uncertainty measurement of the qualitative concept, which is determined by both the randomness and the fuzziness of the concept. It represents the value region in which the drop is acceptable by the concept, while reflecting the correlation of the randomness and the fuzziness of the concept. H e is the uncertainty measurement of E n . Given these three characteristics, a set of cloud drops can be generated with certainty degree by the normal cloud generator CG. Each pixel in the image is the cloud drop and composes the cloud. These cloud drops are given input to the backward cloud generator CG -1 . The outputs of CG -1 are three parameters of cloud E x , E n and H e . This is shown in Fig.1 .
When the drops are approaching the expected value E x , the certainty degrees and the contribution degrees of the drops are increasing. Therefore, in the cloud, the drop communities contribute to the concept with the different contribution degrees [20] . In fact, the drops located within [E x -3E n , E x + 3E n ] take up to 99.99% of the whole quantity and contribute 99.74% to the concept. Thus, the drops are located out of domain [E x -3E n , E x + 3E n ], and their contributions to the concept can be neglected. This is -3En rule‖. According to the normal cloud generator (CG), the certainty degree of each drop is a probability distribution rather than a fixed value. It means that the certainty degree of each drop is a random value in a dynamic range. If He of the cloud is 0, then the certainty degree of each drop will change to be a fixed value.
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The fixed value is the expectation value of the certainty degree. In fact, the value is also the unbiased estimation for the average value of the certainty degrees in the range. All the drops and their expectations of certainty degrees can compose a curve, and the curve is the cloud expectation curve (CEC). The CEC of cameraman image is shown in the Fig.2 . 
WEIGHTED FUZZY MEAN FILTER
The proposed WFMF is a double stage filter, where the first stage is the noisy pixel detector and the second stage is the noisy pixels replacement filter. When a noisy pixel is detected in the first stage, it is subjected to the next filtering stage. Otherwise, when a pixel is classified as noise-free, it will be retained and the filtering action is avoided without altering any fine details and textures that are contained in the original image.
NOISY PIXEL DETECTOR
Similar to other impulse detection algorithm, this Noisy Pixel Detector (NPD) uses prior information about the impulsive noise with the following assumptions  Only the proportions of image pixels are corrupted while other pixels are noise-free.  Noisy pixels take a very large value as positive impulse or a very small value as negative impulse. Normally, the impulsive noise is modeled as salt and pepper noise. The salt noise takes the pixel value of 255 and pepper noise takes the pixel value of 0. These two pixel values are used to identify the noisy pixels in the image. The NPD checks the value of every pixel in the image. If the pixel value is ‗0' or ‗255', the pixel value will be replaced by ‗0'. Otherwise, the pixel is left unchanged.
NOISY PIXEL REPLACEMENT FILTER
The Noisy Pixel Replacement Filter (NPRF) replaces the noise pixel marked with N i,j = 0by the weighted fuzzy mean value of the remaining pixels in the square filtering window Step 1: Set the window size by initializing N = 1. Then, E x of each uncorrupted pixels in
is calculated using the formulae,
Step 2: Calculate En using the following formulae,
Step 3: Calculate weights for x i +s, j+t
Step 4: Calculate the weighted mean
Step 5: Replace the noisy pixels N i,j by weighted mean Y i,j .
EVALUATION CRITERIA
The evaluation measures are used in this paper, as follows, a) The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the reference image R and fused image F is given by,
b) The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) between the reference image R and fused image F is given by, PSNR= 10log 10 
RESULTS
For simulation, three test (lena, fingerprint and medical) images are taken and salt & pepper noise is added to them with noise level varying from 10% to 90% with increments of 10%. In this work, it is assumed that the images are corrupted by P% salt & pepper noise in which the salt is made up of 0.5P% and pepper is made up of 0.5P%. The restoration results of SMF, RMF, PSMF, FMF and WFMF for the noise level of 0.5 are shown in Fig.3 . Table. 1-Table.9 shows the performance of above filters in terms of RMSE, PSNR & QI for the above test images. From the results, it is inferred that only FMF and WFMF are able to produce reconstructed images with good image detail preservation. However, the proposed WFMF has a better noise suppression ability in terms of RMSE, PSNR and QI.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a weighted fuzzy mean filter for impulse noise removal has been proposed and implemented. It represents the uncertainties of the noise perfectly by using cloud model, which is helpful in removing the noise. In addition, the above filter identifies the noise pixel directly, without needing to sort the pixel gray values, which immensely increases the computational efficiency in noise detection. Even if the noise density is closes to 0.90, the texture, the details, and the edges of the images restored by the WFM filter are preserved with good visual effect. In total, the proposed WFM filter is a moderately simple denoising filter with good detail preservation. 
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